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Abstract. In modern cloud software systems, the complexity arising from feature interaction, geographical distribution, security and configurability requirements increases the likelihood of faults. Additional influencing factors are the
impact of different execution environments as well as human operation or configuration errors. Assuming that any non-trivial cloud software system contains
faults, robustness testing is needed to ensure that such faults are discovered as
early as possible, and that the overall service is resilient and fault tolerant. To
this end, fault injection is a means for disrupting the software in ways that uncover bugs and test the fault tolerance mechanisms. In this paper, we discuss
how to experimentally assess software dependability in two steps. First, a model
of the software is constructed from different runtime observations and configuration information. Second, this model is used to orchestrate fault injection experiments with the running software system in order to quantify dependability
attributes such as service availability. We propose the architecture of a fault injection service within the OpenStack project.
Keywords: fault injection, dependability, distributed systems, cloud systems,
availability

1 Introduction
Fault tolerance is an essential dependability requirement especially in distributed and
cloud software systems, where components can fail in arbitrary ways, but a high
availability or reliability of the service is nevertheless required.
To evaluate the dependability of complex software systems, a sufficiently realistic
dependability model of the system needs to be built. Prominent dependability modeling languages such as fault trees or reliability block diagrams originally stem from the
hardware domain. Designed for static systems consisting of thoroughly stress-tested
hardware components with known error rates, they cannot reflect dynamic software
traits [1]. Since the behaviour of cloud software largely depends on interaction, timing, and environment factors, we believe that experimentation and runtime data is
needed to construct such a dependability model.
Runtime software fault injection is a technique for artificially introducing faults, or
error states, into the application execution in order to uncover bugs. In contrast to
compile-time injection, not the source code, but rather the running system, potentially
adfa, p. 125, 2011.
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including its execution environment, is modified. Fault injection experiments are used
to gain insights into the system's failure behaviour and its resiliency.
We propose to use a fault injection service for experimentally obtaining dependability data from OpenStack 1 applications. We intend to use such data for building
more realistic quantitative dependability models from distributed and cloud software,
where much of the failure behaviour depends on dynamic and environmental factors.
Ultimately, the framework discussed in Sections 0 and 0 will serve to answer the following research questions:
─ How does the unavailability of some nodes affect performance?
─ How does availability and consistency degrade in the presence of faults? With the
CAP theorem [2] in mind, how are availability and consistency related to network
partitions?
─ Which components suffer most from faults? Are there single points of failure?

2 Relationship to Cloud-based Solutions
In the cloud computing community, the need for resiliency testing of production systems has been acknowledged recently [3]. There has been a paradigm shift -- from
trying to avoid failures at all costs to embracing faults as opportunities for making the
system more resilient. The rationale behind fault injection testing of deployed software can be summarized as follows [4]:
“It's better to prepare for failures in production and cause them to happen while we
are watching, instead of relying on a strategy of hoping the system will behave correctly when we aren't watching.”
Even in the unlikely case that the software itself is bug-free, the infrastructure will
eventually break, making resilience mechanisms necessary.
Fault injection can be viewed as the software equivalent to hardware stress testing.
Based on the assumption that software systems will unavoidably suffer from external
as well as internal faults, fault injection is a means for reducing uncertainty: The deployed system is observed under a realistic “worst case” faultload, and it should maintain a desired level of availability, performance, and service quality despite this faultload. Anecdotal evidence suggests that testing recovery mechanisms under faultload
targets a relevant class of cloud software outages [5]:
“All these outages began with root events that led to supposedly tolerable failures,
however, the broken recovery protocols gave rise to major outages.”
Such outages can be avoided by routine fault injection experiments.
The amount of effort put into the fault tolerance and resilience of cloud applications is often determined by Service Level Agreements (SLAs), and the trade-offs
between development efforts, costs for redundancy, availability, and consistency are
usually application-specific and based on management decisions. Fault injection can
also serve as a tool for testing disaster recovery plans, which are necessary to avoid
high losses in revenue in the case of failures. Gunavi et al. [5] therefore propose a
new kind of (node) “Failure as a Service” (FaaS). This is what we aim at providing.
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3 Related Work
Table 1 summarizes related work in the area of distributed software fault injection.
[10], [11], [12], [13] discuss tools for injecting faults into distributed systems mainly
at the operating system and middleware levels. More recent approaches specific to
cloud software are printed bold in table 1. Chaosmonkey [6] is a widely used, Javabased tool for Amazon Web Services (AWS) application resilience testing.
The approach of injecting faults into deployed systems was first successfully employed by Netflix and later on adapted by other companies offering cloud-based software2.
Further approaches to providing resiliency testing services have been presented
[14] [9] [5] [15] [15]. Their focus mainly lies on hardware fault models, namely network partitions and latency, as well as node crashes. There are also “fault model agnostic”, configurable solutions such as [7] [8] [4]. These solutions provide a frameTable 1. Related work on distributed software fault injection. Work explicitly dealing with
cloud platforms is printed bold.
Name
ChaosMonkey [6]
Testing OpenStack
FATE [7]
PreFail [8]
AnarchyApe
FSaaS for Hadoop [9]

Failure as a Service

GameDay [4]
Orchestra [10]
Grid-FIT
NFTAPE [11]
FIAT [12]

Fault Types
node crash, network latency,
zone outage
node crash, network partition

Implementation
AWS VM termination

programmable
programmable, disk failures
node crash, network latency,
kernel panic, permissions faults
node crash, network latency +
partition, packet loss, fork
bomb
machine crashes, network failures, disk failures, CPU
overload
application specific
message delay + byzantine
incorrectness
message delay + byzantine
incorrectness
bit-flips in registers + memory,
communication + I/O errors
memory faults

instrumentation (AspectJ)
based on FATE
distributed Java scripts

systemd, iptables

based on AnarchyApe

distributed failure agent
scripts
manual
message manipulation
OS protocol stack
message manipulation
grid middleware
custom fault injecting
tion environment
custom fault injecting
tion environment

in the
in the
execuexecu-

work for easily injecting faults, but the fault classes themselves have to be implemented to some extent by the user. Some fault injection testing for OpenStack has
also been explored [14].
2
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The toolsets shown in Table 1 can be used with deployed applications with some
additional integration effort. Our work is different from these approach in the sense
that it aims at providing a standalone OpenStack service, and also targets a broader
fault model which includes software faults.
When testing resiliency by means of fault injection, the representativeness of the
emulated faults should be of major concern. A recent study [16] shows that state-ofthe-art fault injectors do not inject faults according to realistic distributions, observed
in real-world systems. Our fault injector will therefore inject software faults, based
upon anecdotal evidence (e.g., as described in [5]), instead of hardware faults only.

4 Fault Injection as a Service

Fig. 1. Proposed architecture for “fault injection as a service”. The fault injection daemon
accesses other OpenStack service APIs in order to inject different classes of faults. Monitoring
and telemetry data should be gathered in order to evaluate how resilient the software is.

Figure 1 depicts the architecture we propose for integrating fault injection as a service
into the existing OpenStack ecosystem. Providing an API similar to other OpenStack
services will make the tool easy-to-use and accessible. The fault injection daemon,
which obtains fault scenarios from a database containing “faultload”, should access
the REST APIs of other OpenStack services in order to inject faults from different
classes.
4.1 OpenStack
OpenStack3 is a prominent open source “cloud operating system”, or cloud management stack. Encompassing a number of independent software projects interacting with

3
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each other through REST APIs, OpenStack is frequently deployed as a modular and
configurable Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) solution for web applications.
With an increasing number of applications built on top of OpenStack, a tool for
experimentally assessing the dependability of deployed software is desirable. Therefore, we suggest to integrate fault injection into the OpenStack ecosystem as its own
REST service. Our approach is targeted at testing a wide range of software artifacts:
OpenStack services themselves, as well as applications deployed on top of OpenStack
IaaS, get tested.
4.2 Implementing Fault Classes
Faults from some classes can be injected by merely using API calls in a non-intrusive
fashion, others would require the insertion of custom hooks. In the following paragraphs, we discuss the targeted fault classes at different levels in the software stack:
Physical node faults: Since hardware must be assumed to fail at random due to
environmental stress or burn-in and wear-out phenomena, this fault class definitely
has to be covered by an injection tool. The temporary or permanent outage of physical
nodes can be simulated by cutting off messages from those nodes. In the case of compute nodes, API calls may also be used to shut them down. Furthermore, single nodes
might suffer from increased CPU utilization (for instance because of other, computeintensive jobs running on them). This fault class can be implemented either using pernode hooks, or by starting more compute jobs via the API.
Virtualization level faults: Relevant fault classes might be hypervisor service
crashes or incorrectness (intrusive), or simply erroneous network configuration. Problems arising from the concurrent hosting of multiple VMs, over-commitment, or violated CPU quotas can be injected at the hypervisor level. Further, environment variables in VMs could be modified to assess their resilience against such robustness
threats.
Service level faults: The interaction between different OpenStack services might
be malfunctioning. For instance, the API might be used in unexpected or incorrect
ways. Such faults can be introduced by the fault injector daemon directly. Exhausted
rate limits can be simulated by re-configuring the compute API4.
Network faults: Anecdotal evidence suggests that the assumption of a reliable,
unpartitioned network does not hold in modern distributed systems 5 . To represent
such network faults, message loss or delay, as well as partial or total network partitions can be introduced into the networking service.

4
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5 Runtime Dependability Models
shows how we intend to use the fault injection service. The vision is a comprehensive
framework which uses various sources to automatically run orchestrated fault injection experiments on a deployed cloud software system. From the observed runtime
behaviour under faultload, dependability models, including quantitative data, shall be
derived automatically.

Fig 2. Proposed experimental framework: Fault injection is used as a tool for getting runtime
behaviour based dependability models. The faultload is designed according to applicationspecific information sources, such as profiler data, configuration, and documentation.

A platform-independent fault model, which takes into consideration dynamic information, is needed for cloud software. Such a fault model would answer the question of which faultload is adequate: Which fault classes should be injected, and how
often?
There is a vast amount of related efforts in the quality assurance domain: literature
such as the Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC) [17], as well as online resources.
A recent trend is mining data from bug trackers and using collaborative defect databases such as the Common Weaknesses Enumeration (CWE)6. Pretschner et al. [18]
propose a fault model tailored for automatic testing. A literature study, with the goal
of understanding state of the art software fault models, is currently in progress.
We believe that fault activation and error propagation patterns are of special interest for a broad class of distributed software failures. Understanding such environment-dependent patterns would enable the design of realistic faultloads and injection
locations.

6
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
As we have discussed, fault injection is a promising means for assessing the resilience
of cloud software applications. Since the technique is used on deployed software, it
yields more realistic failure data than static analysis approaches. We have proposed a
draft architecture for “fault injection as a service” within the OpenStack ecosystem.
The implementation of the service itself is work in progress.
In order to assess the system’s behaviour under faultload, it needs to be observed.
Running fault injection campaigns against a deployed system has the advantage
that regular monitoring mechanisms can be used to observe how fault tolerant the
system is. In the case of OpenStack, the in-built telemetry service Ceilometer7 provides information on the current state of the system. We still need to integrate monitoring into our architecture. Further approaches might be extracting dependability
traits from logs, as demonstrated in [19].
A fault injection service would allow for non-intrusive resiliency tests, and can also be harnessed to experimentally assess the importance of single nodes with regard
to overall application dependability. Ultimately, our goal is to use it for obtaining
cloud software failure data, so that quantitative dependability models can be applied
to make predictions.
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